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by Steve Krulick, Senior Civics Columnist

BFD!
“People have been living around village squares for thousands of
years... The degree to which such a “village square” is unavailable
to people is, I maintain, the degree to which people are strangers to
each other... I claim that we all have an inherent need for the
function of the village square... The village square is a commons - it
belongs to no one but is used by all.” - Lee Felsenstein, Dr. Dobbs’
Journal

In a recent Shawangunk Journal forum posting, I
opined on the just-completed “renovation” work at
Ellenville’s Liberty Square:
“Liberty NON-Square
Now that the work at Liberty Square and environs
is essentially done, and the money gone, I have just
three letters to express my take on the results, after all
that:
‘BFD!’”
My wife, reading that, said “BFD? Bad Financial
Decision?”
Well, that too.
Back in October, I gave this preliminary jeremiad:
“A wasted opportunity
The first time I saw a trash compactor decades
ago, I recall one of the comments made by a comedian:
“This remarkable and expensive device turns 25
pounds of garbage... into 25 pounds of garbage!”
Over $300,000 and this “investment” will turn the
less-than-fully-functional square into... a less-thanfully-functional square.
Walden is planning to spruce up their village
square for a few thousand dollars! What are we even
getting for this very serious expenditure, equal to
about one-tenth of the village budget?
Did we really need to dig up asphalt to put in fauxbrick walkways? How does this improve anything? It
adds no usable space, addresses no shortcomings
regarding crossing the street, and eliminates no
particular problems with the streets, and may add
some...
And that the $18,000 [beyond the grant, needed to
make-up for the shortfall in bids] came from insurance
is no excuse; that money was STILL in the current
budget, so which expense that couldn’t be shaved back
in April now became expendable? I don’t see $18K
worth of useful improvements here, much less $300K’s
worth, particularly at a time when the economy is
tanking and people are hurting. How will this help
ONE existing business, or bring in any new business?
It doesn’t even qualify as deck-chair-straightening on
the Titanic.
I can imagine the most heard comment when all
this busy-work is finished: ‘That’s it? That cost
$300,000 plus?’”
Back in February 2007, before any of this was
engineered, I wrote in my column #9: “I think we
could get more use from Liberty Square by closing off
southbound traffic from where the road bends right,
across from the PO. Fill in that triangle to Canal, level

with the current sidewalk and area around the
fountain, as one continuous plot. If the remaining road
by Mountain Wings [now Pleasant Stone] is wide
enough for two-way traffic, let it handle the new
pattern; but even if kept one-way, it could still let
Canal Street traffic get to the PO, Main, or Maple.
It might even be worth considering blocking off
that street, too, for an even larger pedestrian-friendly
Square, letting Liberty Place just curve into Bogardus
to Maple.”
And even before that, in my editorials in
Wawarsing.Net, and as a Trustee on Village Board
Walks, I urged looking at the best options for a viable
village square, and pointed to examples from my
travels, from the vast and bustling central squares in
Krakow (Poland), Prague (Czech Republic), or Madrid
and Rome, and the business-friendly pedestrian malls
in Istanbul, Budapest, and Vienna, to the vest-pocket
parks in Manhattan and London, and even Wurtsboro.
But, as I lamented in my column #3: “Oh, did I
mention that suggestions for change are not always
welcome? Whether it’s inertia (being too lazy,
complacent, or ingrained to want change)… or having
one’s turf stepped on… or even reasonable concerns
about costs… there’s a natural tendency for new ideas
to be reflexively and defensively resisted by many.
After all, if it’s such a great idea, why hasn’t it already
been implemented?”
So, though it may be too late to implement my plan
– see the accompanying drawing, which took a mere
few hours to adapt (by using a photo-editing app) from
the original plan posted in The Journal back in January
(http://www.shawangunkjournal.com/2010/01/28/ne
ws/libertysquare.pdf); note the one-way traffic east
on Liberty Place (mislabeled Liberty Street by the
engineers) and north on Bogardus, the maintained
number of parking spots for the Post Office and
Pleasant Stone, new parking spots on Canal where the
southbound lane was closed, No Parking zones and
pedestrian crossings in inexpensive yellow and white
PAINT, not faux bricks; the large, contiguous area
could thus be used for everything from concerts,
festivals, farmers markets, or just strolling and
relaxing, without having to block off traffic with police
barricades as before… indeed, because of the
“renovation,” there’s even less useable space today, as
the fountain area has been fenced-off – it’s not too late
to question the cost, the decision process, the negative
impact on at least one local business, with no reason to
believe, for all that expense, there will be any positive
impacts on any local businesses. Why, my plan could
have been done entirely by Ellenville’s Street
Department, with some gravel and a few loads of
concrete to fill in the streets, for a fraction of the cost!
The village engineer’s spokesman said the project
would “increase pedestrian mobility in the village,
pedestrian safety, [and] make the village exciting
looking”! Phooey! Better yet, this should have all been
developed at the large lawn area next to the new
government building, opposite the Ellenville Library.
The same money and a Better Financial Decision could
have produced a REAL square, with a concert
stage/shell, walkways, benches, tables, gazebos,
fountains, trees, floral beds, all with plenty of room for
multiple events. Instead, we got a… Big Freakin’
Deal!

